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ABSTRACT
Over the past several years, technology and launch opportunities for CubeSats have exploded, enabling a wide
variety of missions. However, as instruments become more complex and CubeSats travel deeper into space, data
communication rates become an issue. To solve this challenge, JPL has initiated a research and technology
development effort to design a 0.5 meter Ka-band parabolic deployable antenna (KaPDA) which would stow in
1.5U (10 x 10 x 15 cm3) and provide 42dB of gain (50% efficiency). A folding rib architecture and dual reflector
Cassegrainian design was selected as it best balances RF gain and stowed size. The design implements an innovative
telescoping waveguide and gas powered deployment. RF simulations show that after losses, the antenna would have
over 42 dB gain, supported by preliminary test results. KaPDA would create opportunities for a host of new CubeSat
missions by allowing high data rate communication which would enable using high fidelity instruments or venturing
further into deep space, including potential interplanetary missions. Additionally KaPDA would provide a solution
for other small antenna needs and the opportunity to obtain Earth science data. This paper discusses the design
challenges encountered, the architecture of the solution, and the antennas expected performance capabilities.
BACKGROUND

Existing CubeSat Antenna Designs

SmallSats and CubeSats are becoming more capable
than ever, and launch opportunities are rapidly
increasing. It is exciting as these experimental
spacecraft are beginning to transform into real
spacecraft with the ability to do significant missions.
However, while option exist for electronics, bus
manufacturers, chassis and orbital deployers, there are
two key technology developments required for
CubeSats to become successful interplanetary
spacecraft: propulsion systems and antennas. This paper
focuses on the development of the later.

There are a number of deployable high gain parabolic
and parabolic like antennas developed for CubeSats.
These antennas include a goer-wrap composite
reflector2, a reflector transformed from the CubeSat
body3, and mesh reflectors supported by ribs4,5. The key
challenge is all of these antennas developed to date
have be designed for S-band performance. By changing
the operational frequency from S-band to Ka-band, the
gain can be increased by a factor of over 100. However,
such an antennas surface accuracy requirements
increase by a factor of ten from about half a centimeter
to sub-millimeter.

Large aperture, high gain, high frequency antennas
have been critical for large satellites such as Thuraya,
SMAP, and ICO G1 to achieve the data rates or
perform radar missions. A number of solutions have
been developed for these spacecraft over the past 40
years, including the wrap-rib, taco shell, AstroMesh,
and Harris Unfurlable Reflectors1. As CubeSats are
continually becoming more capable spacecraft, it is no
surprise they require high gain deployable antennas as
well.
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New Antenna Research at JPL
In addition to the antennas just mentioned, several high
gain deployable antennas for CubeSats are under
development at JPL, including an inflatable,
reflectarray, and parabolic mesh reflector.
The inflatable antenna, which is being designed for Xband operation, is essentially a balloon shaped like an
ice cream cone with a parabolic reflector (made of
metalized Mylar) on one side and a transparent cone on
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communications. It improves data rates by 10,000 times
that of an X-band patch antenna, and improves on the
Aneas antenna by over 100 times. Additionally, the
antenna is a “plug-and-play” unit, where all required
systems are included in a single package and it provides
a standard waveguide outlet which can be attached to a
radio or instrument of choice.

The next step in the development process is to test the
mechanical prototype on the RF range, as it has a gold
plate molybdenum mesh instead of a solid metal
surface. Its performance will be compared to the nondeploying RF reflector performance, to understand how
mesh and small surface imperfections due to
deployment influencing surface accuracy. Next, lessons
learned from these two prototypes will be incorporated
into an engineering model, which is slated for
completion in December of 2015.
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APPLICATIONS
The two key applications for KaPDA is radar and
communications. What is unique about this particular
parabolic antenna, is with just a few small changes to
the secondary reflector height and the waveguide outlet,
the same antenna can be used for radar or
telecommunications. The radar operational frequencies
would focus around 35.7 GHz, whereas communication
frequencies would be focused at 32 to 34 GHz. Having
the same geometry of antenna enabling both
applications is truly valuable for CubeSats, as there is
virtually no additional non-recurring engineering costs
to switch the purpose of KaPDA from communications
to radar.
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CONCLUSION
KaPDA is a novel, game changing technology with
cross-cutting applications, ranging from radar to
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